ADDENDUM #1

TOWN OF SIMSBURY
SIMBURY VETERANS MEMORIAL PROJECT

May 13, 2016

This addendum form is part of the Request for Qualifications document and modifies the original document as noted below. Please acknowledge receipt of addenda in the submitted Qualifications.

This addendum clarifies the submission requirements for qualification documents.

**Drawings**

1. The dimensions included for granite materials only on Section A-A for Granite Stone Bench on Sheet L.4.2 are incorrect. The correct dimensional requirement for granite material is shown in the Detail B for Granite Stone Bench on Sheet L-4.3. The granite color for Granite Stone Benches is light grey to match the columns. All other details shown for foundation and connections for the granite stone bench is correct as shown.
2. The term “rough finish” for the granite flatwork in paver field shown on Sheet L-4.4 should be interpreted as not a polished finished. The granite flatwork surface should be treated or finished to minimize slip risk and long term water collection on the pavement. Stone manufacturer should recommend surface treatment and provide samples for approval.
3. Granite flatwork will need to be cored to accept proposed monument light fixtures as shown on Sheets L-4.4 and Sheet E-1.1.

**Specifications**

1. Specification 32 14 00 - Unit Pavers, add the following Section 1.3.C.4:

A joint plan for granite flatwork shall be submitted by the Contractor for review and approval. The intent is to limit the size or number of joints, and eliminating conflicts between a word or a significant feature and avoid potential weak points.

**END OF ADDENDUM NO. 1**